
Training the 
Beginning 
Horizontal 

Jumper from 
Middle School to 

High School.

TINY URL TO FOLLOW ALONG:

https://tinyurl.com/rzwkt3d



HELLO!
My name is Ryan Ewing and I am the long and triple 

jumps coach from Sun Prairie, WI.



I am the owner of www.longandtriple.com.  I have 
helped countless coaches and athletes (for free) from 

around the world.

Since 2017 I have helped with or coached (directly) 10+ 
athletes that resulted in a trip to the state meet.

http://www.longandtriple.com


My mission as a coach is to pass along all of my 
knowledge to strengthen these two events as much as 
humanly possible; and to strengthen the sport of track 

and field as a whole.



Later this year I plan on publishing a book that will 
include various visuals, videos, and progressive drills to 

use with athletes.

If you have any questions after today’s presentation I 
implore you to reach out!



My email is longandtriple3@gmail.com.



Where to 
Start

Physical 
Development
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If you are truly looking for a way to develop a long/triple 
jumper long-term, then the development of their 

strength is a big deal.

This should happen early, but should only be done with 
a qualified strength and conditioning coach that 

understands proper programming.



The earlier we teach athletes something the better 
(which I’ll revisit later).

Teaching them proper lifting technique(s), movements, 
and sport specific techniques (sprinting for example) in 

middle school is a much larger aspect of building a 
jumper than many realize.



The difficulty in this is how to properly teach athletes 
that are different and have different strengths and 

weaknesses.  For that reason, I have included some 
information (on the next few slides) given to me by a 

qualified strength and conditioning coach on the 
various different aspects he thinks of while training 

younger athletes.



I’d say things overall that we try to work on with younger athletes is 
develop foundational movement patterns. For strength these include 

training for bilateral and unilateral squat, hinge, lunge (multiple planes 
of motion), upper body push, upper body pull. For skill patterns, youth 
should train to know how to throw, catch, accelerate/decelerate, and 

jump/land in many variations. When we progress the athletes we have a 
slow cooker approach where once they can master a certain movement, 
we give them different variations so their body can learn different ways 

to accomplish a task, or increase their work capacity. 

“



We use progression of different exercises or increasing volume rather 
than increasing training load. For example if we have them working on a 
reverse lunge, we can simply change the way they hold the weight (DB 
goblet, DB in each hand or one hand held at the side, on shoulder, or 
overhead) to challenge them in different ways. 8-10 years of age is a 
huge time for nervous system development. If athletes don’t train to 
sprint, throw, or jump with maximal intent around that age window, 
then as they move onto puberty, their development will be lacking 

compared to athlete that did train those qualities. 



There’s really no need to train for the goal of increasing muscle mass 
until the athlete starts to hit puberty and start having hormone 

production that will allow for lean muscle growth. It’s more about 
training for movement capacity, movement quality, developing fun in 

training, and developing the nervous system and bone tissue. We try to 
not jump to end progressions of exercises for a long time such as a 

barbell squat. If we give them some of the more difficult exercises or 
training methods too soon, we slow their future progression. 



In a case like training for jumping events at a younger age, I feel like 
middle schoolers should train for high, long, and triple jump to develop 
different jumping strategies, then shift focus to one event as they get 

older in high school.

”



To help with this very difficult aspect of developing an 
athlete ESP (an athletic development division of the 

Prairie Athletic Center in Sun Prairie ,WI) provided me 
with a jumper-specific workout that can be used during 

the offseason to prepare a jumper for an upcoming 
season.

https://www.longandtriple.com/offseason-training

https://www.longandtriple.com/offseason-training


It was created for offseason development for high 
school athletes but can be easily tailored with proper 

supervision to the middle school level!

One thing they suggest is getting an “assessment” 
done by their staff to ensure this plan is an appropriate 

one for an athlete to use.  From what I’ve been told 
pricing is very reasonable and is a much better option 
than simply throwing workouts at them without proper 

knowledge of strength and conditioning practices.



Optional



Many times aspects of physical development (at this 
age) are out of our hands as coaches.  Ways that we 

can change that include:

1.) Starting a youth track team in your city/district.

2.) Connect with the physical education teachers to 
discuss adding specific track-related 

movements/drills.



3.) Ensure collaboration between middle school and 
high school coaches is happening often.

4.) Connect with other qualified/experienced 
coaches outside of your city/district to see how 

their programs are run from a physical 
development standpoint.

5.) Communicate any possible camps or 
competitions that athletes can attend.



The Basics

Focus on the 
BASICS early and 

progress from 
there.
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Earlier in the presentation I mentioned that coaches 
should try to teach athletes meaningful aspects of sport 

at a very young age.

Young children have a far greater capacity
for creating synaptic pathways in the brain

than adolescents and adults.  Thus, the older a person 
is, the harder it will be for them to understand/learn the 

basics of what you hope to teach them.



Let’s go over the basics for both the long and triple 
jumps.



The Long 
Jump



Basics for the long jump include:

● Proper sprint mechanics
● The start
● Takeoff
● Landing



Sprint 
Mechanics



The Long Jump Sprint Mechanics

Sprint mechanics are one of the largest issues 
observed at the high school level.  Athletes come in 
running with poor form and posture regularly.  This 

greatly affects their abilities as a long jumper.  For that 
reason, sprint mechanics, posture, and control should 
be the largest focus during the middle school years!



The Long Jump Sprint Mechanics (Cont.)

To assist with this, coaches should be using the “wicket 
drill” as often as possible at the middle school level (or 

younger).

This drill “forces” athletes to put their legs in the proper 
location due to “barriers” (banana hurdles) being 

placed in front of them.



The Long Jump Sprint Mechanics (Cont.)

To properly develop an athlete coaches must focus on 
the following order of developmental training:

● Strength
● Technique
● Speed



The Long Jump Sprint Mechanics (Cont.)

This means that when doing the wicket drill it shouldn’t 
be done for speed.  It should be done for technique to 
ensure athletes are mastering the proper movements 

PRIOR TO adding speed to the drill.

For that reason, middle school coaches should focus on 
the mechanics much more than the speed of their 

actions!



The Long Jump Sprint Mechanics (Cont.)

To better understand what the “wicket drill” is here is an 
article I feel does a great job in explaining the purposes 

and how to set it up:

https://simplifaster.com/articles/wicket-drill/

https://simplifaster.com/articles/wicket-drill/


The Long Jump Sprint Mechanics (Cont.)

The biggest suggestion I have is to simply watch for a 
breakdown in proper movements, connections, and 
fluidity.  If it looks like they are being choppy in their 
actions the wickets should probably be moved a little 
further apart.  If it looks like they are having difficulty 
getting over the wickets they should be moved closer 

together.



The Long Jump Sprint Mechanics (Cont.)

I strongly suggest simply having different distances 
apart in different lanes.  One lane could have wickets 3 
feet apart.  Another could have the wickets 4 feet apart.  

And so on.

This will (hopefully) meet the needs of ALL athletes when 
performing this drill.



The Long Jump Sprint Mechanics (Cont.)

Beyond the “Wicket Drill” I HIGHLY RECOMMEND 
teaching athletes how to properly perform A and B 

Skips as early as possible!  These two 
movements/actions are incredibly important but seem 

to be seldomly used (or used properly).  Here is a GREAT 
video to explain how to properly teach them:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3XyYjwInaJc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3XyYjwInaJc


The Long Jump Sprint Mechanics (Cont.)

Not only will these two drills help with sprint mechanics, 
it will also assist in performing proper foot contacts in 

both the long and triple jumps at takeoff!

A skips and B skips are ESSENTIAL to middle school 
training!



The Long Jump Sprint Mechanics (Cont.)

Only when the start and sprint mechanics have been 
worked on should a coach start seriously consider 
focusing on the entirety of the long jump approach.

Having athletes practice the approach to simply build 
rhythm and “lane awareness” is fine, but there shouldn’t 

be many expectations of consistency until the other 
aspects have been worked on!



The 
Start



The Long Jump Start

The start is incredibly important!  Without a proper 
start, athletes will most likely scratch.  Of all the “basics” 
I would strongly suggest this be the 2nd largest focus.  

It should be done daily to build understanding and 
consistency!



The Long Jump Start (Cont.)

The start technique that I teach my athletes is the 
“Crouch Start”.  This start mimics how athletes start out 

of the blocks and thus is much easier to learn and 
perform properly - making it PERFECT for middle school!

Here is a video of what that looks like: 
https://www.longandtriple.com/the-start

https://www.longandtriple.com/the-start


The 
Takeoff



The Long Jump Takeoff

The long jump takeoff is defined by the last two steps in 
the approach.  These should be FLAT FOOTED so that 
the athlete is able to quickly/efficiently lower his/her 

hips to assist in a powerful takeoff.  Simply introducing 
this to them and providing some easy drills will go a 

long way as they advance in their training.



The Long Jump Takeoff (Cont.)

An example of this would be the TTTFF (toe, toe, toe, flat, 
flat) drill.  The “toes” part of the drill represents 

sprinting.  The “flat” parts of the drill represent the 
proper foot contacts need for takeoff.

Doing this drill at slow jogging speeds and even with 
boxes (click) can be extremely helpful at an early age!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=trUGXnJ2pKE&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=trUGXnJ2pKE&feature=emb_logo


The Long Jump Takeoff (Cont.)

A great way to communicate how the flat-footed 
contacts should happen is “CLAP-CLAP”.  This easy cue 
will help with not only performing the task, but also at 

the proper speed needed for a good takeoff.



The Long Jump Takeoff (Cont.)

Once athletes seem to understand the basics start 
adding things like distance in the approach (and 

speed) and boxes to give them a little more time in the 
air to build comfort/confidence is completely OK!



The 
Landing



The Long Jump Landing

The landing of all aspects is the HARDEST to master in 
my opinion.  Focusing on this early will make a 

significant impact on jumpers!

The drill I use is called the “Chair Drill”.  Here is an 
in-depth video that I feel breaks down the drill so that 

it’s easily understood.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NZyrKyn-JqM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NZyrKyn-JqM


The Long Jump Landing (Cont.)

Although the chair drill is by far my favorite drill, it 
needs to be complimented by other drills that include 

actual flight/movement to help solidify the proper flight 
and landing technique.



The Long Jump Landing (Cont.)

The first of the complimentary drills is the “standing long 
jump progression”.  This video is a great representation 

of that drill, but includes some things I’d like to 
address...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bikORfU_x5k


The Long Jump Landing 
(Cont.)

There is no need for this 
backwards “C”.  This is 

improper practice in my 
opinion and should always 

be avoided!



The Long Jump Landing 
(Cont.)

This is what I call an 
“elbow dig landing”.  This 

is improper practice - 
AVOID AT ALL COSTS!



The Long Jump Landing (Cont.)

In connection to the chair drill and the standing long 
jump drill, I like to have my athletes pop into HJ mats 

quite often to simply work on comfort in the air, leg 
movements, arm movements, posture, etc.  Here is an 

example of that.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f4zsmVJRiXA&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f4zsmVJRiXA&feature=emb_logo


The Long Jump Landing (Cont.)

Those three drills have been responsible for landings 
like this:

https://docs.google.com/file/d/13SBZfyw_BcHYnN0tPTys1KpSxX88RZJO/preview


The Long Jump Landing (Cont.)

For a freshman this landing is extremely advanced.  In 
all honesty, this is one of the best landings I’ve seen in 

awhile from someone as young as her!  

These drills work!



The Long Jump Landing (Cont.)

Even high-end long jumpers make mistakes in the 
landing.  That is what makes this a basic that MUST be 

taught as early as possible!



The Triple 
Jump



Basics for the triple jump include:

● Proper sprint mechanics
● A “controlled speed”
● Bounding and/or variations 

of bounds
● General body control



Sprint 
Mechanics



The Triple Jump Sprint Mechanics

In Sun Prairie we don’t work on the triple jump until high 
school.  This is something I personally would love to 

change but it isn’t currently being discussed as a 
possibility.  I’m unsure how many districts practice the 

triple prior to high school, but I wanted to add this 
anyway to be as thorough as possible.



The Triple Jump Sprint Mechanics (Cont.)

Just as was stated in the long jump section, the 
“Wickets Drill” accompanied by A’s and B’s is the best 
way to teach young athletes/jumpers how to properly 
sprint.  Utilizing this drill during the sprint portion of 

practice (apart from field events) is highly suggested.



Controlled 
Speed



The Triple Jump “Controlled Speed”

Triple jumpers must approach the takeoff with a 
“controlled speed”.  Teaching athletes at an early age 
what a “controlled speed” is, is extremely important!

I have started experimenting with having athletes 
approach at a percentage of their top speed based on 

how experienced they are.



The Triple Jump “Controlled Speed”

The next few slides are fairly “high level” stuff.  If you 
are just starting out in coaching the jumps simply 

ignore the procedures to follow.

All you must keep an eye on is whether or not your triple 
jumpers are controlled in the jumps or not.  If they aren’t, 

instruct them to slow down and try again.



“Controlled Speed” - OPTIONAL

You do this by finding what their top-end speed would 
be for a given distance.  Then, you simply multiply that 
number by the percentage you tell them to run at, and 
help them to understand what the new time would feel 

like while running the same distance.



“Controlled Speed” - OPTIONAL

Here’s an example:

If an athlete runs 30 meters in 4 seconds and you want 
them to run at 50% thier top speed you would need to 
do the following math - 4 (seconds) ÷ 50% (.5) = 8.  This 
means you would need to teach them what 8 seconds 
would feel like while running that 30 meters to teach 

them how to run at 50%.



“Controlled Speed” - OPTIONAL
Here is a table to reference this specific idea:

50 - 60%

This should be used for athletes with very little experience, ability, and confidence.  Using this slow of an 
approach may seem pointless, but I can promise it will help the jumpers that fit this classification to build 

themselves into triple jumpers appropriately.

60-70%

This should be used for athletes that have lesser experience but have a decent amount of control.  I would 
think of this as the “starter percentage” for most athletes.  Unless the coach feels an athlete is at danger of 
hurting themselves or building poor routines due to a lack of control at this speed I’d recommend starting 

here and working up.



“Controlled Speed” - OPTIONAL

70-80%

This should be used with a “mid-level” jumper.  A jumper that has fairly good control, has the desired strength 
to absorb the harder/faster impacts, is able to keep good posture, etc.  I would suggest this speed for either a 

sophomore or a junior depending on experience.



Bounding



The Triple Jump - Bounding

Teaching athletes how to bound early is ESSENTIAL to 
triple jump success when they get to high school!

When you couple that with a controlled run-in you’ll 
quickly see how much growth athletes will achieve.



The Triple Jump - Bounding (Cont.)

Bounding builds strength.

Bounding builds a tolerance to the “pounding” they’ll 
experience while jumping.

Bounding helps not only triple jump, but also greatly 
assists in long jump development!



The Triple Jump - Bounding (Cont.)

Bounding builds body control.

Bounding will help with postural needs in the jumps.

Bounding will help build patience while in the air.



The Triple Jump - Bounding (Cont.)

Be aware though, bounding and/or plyometric work can 
be difficult on the body.  For that reason, I have created 
a progression that I use with my own athletes to ensure 

we avoid injuries and/or overuse when focusing on 
bounding work.



The Triple Jump - Bounding (Cont.)

The bounding/plyo progression:
1.) Single Leg Baby Bounding (Both Legs)
2.) Baby Bounding
3.) Skipping for height
4.) Skipping for distance
5.) “All Out” Bounding
6.) “All Out” Single Leg Bounding

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZFhCFwf8qLA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hz3oOcSWnNg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fZP9F7KEkPY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AjU8ojsiys8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b3124L0KK3Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wrpG_8Z5qjY


The Triple Jump - Bounding (Cont.)

This progression should be done step-by-step.  This 
means that you shouldn’t allow athletes to move on to 

the next “step” until the one prior is MASTERED.

So, if athletes can’t master single leg baby bounds, they 
shouldn’t be given the opportunity to move on to regular 

baby bounds.



General 
Control



The Triple Jump General Body Control

One of the largest issues I see while observing high 
school triple jumpers is their overall control of the jump.  

Too often, jumpers seem to be leaning heavily to one 
side, bobbing their head, flailing their arms, etc.  These 
athletes have no control; and because of that could get 

injured quite easily!



The Triple Jump General Body Control (Cont.)

By working on proper sprint 
mechanics/posture/movements, and bounding, you 

have already addressed how athletes need to properly 
control their bodies.  It doesn’t stop there though.  You 

need to consistently observe everything they do to make 
sure control is ALWAYS present.  If you ever feel they 
are “out of control” you need to pull them aside and 

make that a teaching moment for growth’s sake.



Progressions

Progressing 
through the 

basics
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To help with keeping the basics in order I have created 
a list of how new coaches should approach teaching 

the jumps.  

The basics can also be used by experienced coaches 
at the middle school level as well!



Long & Triple Jump Basic Progressions:

CLICK HERE

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1z1iAsX0Snjhk06DRSs-ffd1meq4eHUBdt9lgZ1-Y25o/edit?usp=sharing


Conclusion

Overview
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The long jump basics for middle school (and younger) 
are:

● Proper sprint mechanics
● The start
● Takeoff
● Landing



The triple jump basics for middle school (and younger) 
are:

● Proper Sprint Mechanics
● A “controlled speed”
● Bounding and/or variations of bounds
● General body control



Once again, here is my contact information if you have 
any questions:

Ryan Ewing
longandtriple3@gmail.com

mailto:longandtriple3@gmail.com


DISCLAIMER
I ask that you be as committed to me and the hard work 
needed as I will be to you and your athletes.  If you’re 

looking for some quick fix and just want to be sent 
visuals and all my drills that won’t happen because I 

personally don’t believe in shortcuts.  My time and 
energy is important to me and I will only use it on those 

as dedicated as I am...



If you are looking to digest this information and would 
like to extend the conversation please let me know.  I 
will gladly meet with you during the next presentation 

block and answer any questions you might have (about 
presentation and/or beyond).


